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Hello from all of us at ESCoE.  
 
We appreciate that you will be very focused on the coronavirus situation at this time. We still 
wanted to give you the opportunity to keep informed of developments at ESCoE.

The highlight from among our many updates is the recent publication and launch of our 
comprehensive colour print report ‘Addressing the challenges of measuring the modern economy’. 
This report celebrates our first three years of operation. It sets out our purpose, what we’ve 
achieved so far, and some of our ambitions for the future. You can read more about it in this 
newsletter and you can download a copy here.

Given current circumstances, we have taken the decision to postpone the ESCoE Conference on 
Economic Measurement 2020. Thanks for the many excellent submissions received. We hope to 
be able to hold the conference in some form later in the year and will provide further details about a 
rearranged conference when we can.
 
Please do read on to find out more about what’s been happening here at ESCoE. We have video 
links for our winter Research Seminars; further information on our events past and future; details of 
our report; ESCoE visitors; and the latest ESCoE Discussion Papers.

If you have any material that you would like to include in upcoming editions please do get in touch 
via the contact details below.

Best wishes,

Rebecca Riley
Director, Economic Statistics Centre of Excellence 

https://www.escoe.ac.uk/download/10478/


Winter Research Seminars  /

With the cancellation of our Research Seminar 
originally scheduled for 31 March (by Gert Buiten 
of Statistics Netherlands, ‘Estimating trade 
networks by firm and commodity’), this term’s 
Research Seminars at ONS Drummond Gate are 
now complete, but can be viewed online.

David Nguyen (NIESR, ESCoE) started the year 
with ‘Why is measuring the digital economy so 
difficult when everything is stored as data?’ on 14 
January. You can view David’s seminar here.

Augustin De Coulon (King’s College London, 
ESCoE) presented ‘Using electoral registers to 

quantify immigration in UK local authorities’ on 28 
January. You can view Augustin’s seminar here.

Matthew Agarwala (University of Cambridge) presented on 11 February and attracted a capacity 
audience for ‘Measuring the Wealth Economy: Natural and Social Capital’. You can view Matthew’s 
seminar here.

Fotis Papailias (King’s College London, ESCoE) concluded the shortened programme with his 10 
March presentation ‘Investigating the Predictive Ability of ONS ‘Faster Indicators of UK Economic 
Activity’’. You can view Fotis’s seminar here.
 
We extend our thanks to everyone who attended and for your questions and contributions that 
continue to play an important role in making these sessions constructive and rewarding for all. 
Please note that you can now also watch video recordings of our four Autumn 2019 Research 
Seminars with Ana Galvão, Sarah Eaton, Marco Francesconi and Mairi Spowage.

All of us at ESCoE look forward to being able to schedule further dates for Autumn 2020.

Thanks for submitting to our (now postponed) Conference 2020  /

Thank you for your submissions to the ESCoE 
Conference on Economic Measurement 2020.

The call closed on 12 January, and we received 
many outstanding papers. Our Scientific 
Committee chaired by Ana Galvão (University of 
Warwick and ESCoE) and Martin Weale (King’s 
College London and ESCoE) reviewed these and 
all successful authors have now been informed.
 
While the conference has been postponed, we 
are very much hoping that we can find a date for 
holding a rearranged conference in some form 

later in the year.

We’ll be publicising further details when we have more information.   

https://www.escoe.ac.uk/events/seminars/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-david-nguyen-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-augustin-de-coulon-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-matthew-agarwala-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-fotis-papailias-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-ana-galvao-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-sarah-eaton-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-marco-francesconi-research-seminar/
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-mairi-spowage-research-seminar/


Management and Productivity Conference  /

ESCoE invited submissions for our Management 
and Productivity Conference to be held on June 
15 2020 at the London School of Economics.

We received many high quality submissions at 
the interface between management practices and 
productivity performance, including submissions 
that exploit new and linked data sources.

Due to current circumstances we have decided to 
postpone this conference and will reissue the call 
when we are able to reschedule. 

Understanding Society Innovation Panel Competition  /

Understanding Society, the UK Household 
Longitudinal Study, is inviting academics and 
researchers to submit proposals for studies to be 
incorporated on their Innovation Panel. The 
deadline for proposals is 2 April 2020.

The Innovation Panel provides a unique resource 
for trialling survey instruments or survey design 
features.
 
The 2020 competition is particularly interested in 
proposals that explore measurement challenges 
related to the productivity research agenda. More 
information is available here. 

https://www.understandingsociety.ac.uk/innovation-panel-competition


ESCoE report 'Addressing the challenges of measuring the modern economy'  
/

We published a major new ESCoE report, 
‘Addressing the challenges of measuring the 
modern economy’, which was launched at an 
invite only event at NIESR on the evening of 12 
February. 

Celebrating our first three years of operation, the 
report and the launch event set out our purpose, 
what we’ve achieved so far, and some of our 
ambitions for the future.

The launch event was opened by ESCoE’s 
Director, Rebecca Riley, who emphasised the 
positive impact on economic measurement that 
collective endeavour can make. Professor Sir 
Charles Bean then spoke about his admiration for 
the scale and quality of ESCoE’s research and 
networks to date, observing that a great deal of 
work has been accomplished in the relatively 
short time since the publication of his 
Independent Review of UK Economic Statistics in 
2016. Sir Charles thanked all those who have 
contributed to ESCoE over the years.

Praise also came from the ONS’s Jonathan 
Athow, Deputy National Statistician and Director 

General, Economic Statistics. Jonathan particularly highlighted the productive nature of the 
relationship between ESCoE and ONS and the continuing benefits this relationship brings for 
supporting and developing ONS’s work.

Our guests also viewed an exhibition of research 
posters and took the opportunity to talk with many 
of our Research Associates who were on hand to 
present the methods, findings and impacts of 
their respective ESCoE projects.

You can download a copy of the report here.  

https://www.escoe.ac.uk/download/10478/


Visitors  /

We welcomed a number of visitors to ESCoE in 
Autumn. Leonard Nakamura of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia and Ana Aizcorbe 
of the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis both 
spent time with us in October. You can view a 
video of their presentations given as part of the 
‘Secular Stagnation or Secular Deflation?’ 
session of our Measurement Series here.

Two delegations from China visited in November, 
from the Development Research Center of the 
State Council and from the Guizhou Provincial 

Bureau of Statistics. They were introduced to ESCoE’s work on measuring computing services, 
data and data flows, as well as ESCoE’s wider work.

ONS - ESCoE Engagement Event  /

ESCoE aims to develop collaboration between 
the academic research community and statistical 
agencies. Last November we held an 
engagement event at ONS Newport offices. 
ESCoE Research Associates convened to share 
the methodologies, findings and impacts of their 
research with ONS staff.
 
Opening remarks by ONS Chief Economist Grant 
Fitzner were followed by a series of presentations 
from ESCoE Research Associates. The 
programme included presentations from: Martin 
Weale (King’s College London), Diane Coyle 

(University of Cambridge), Russell Black (ONS), 
David Nguyen (NIESR), Jeremy Rowe (ONS), Stuart McIntyre (University of Strathclyde), Jyldyz 
Djumalieva (Nesta) and Marta Paczos (formerly NIESR, now HM Treasury).
 
The event closed with a research poster exhibition and the opportunity for ONS and ESCoE staff to 
discuss ideas followed by a panel discussion chaired by Grant with ONS Deputy Director Richard 
Heys and ESCoE Director Rebecca Riley. The panel discussed highlights of the ESCoE research 
programme so far, how to engage and collaborate with the ESCoE and support ONS research 
priorities.

https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-ana-aizcorbe-and-leonard-nakamura/


Visit to Charter School North Dulwich and Q+A with Johnny Runge  /

As part of NIESR’s programme for the ESRC’s 
Festival of Social Science that ran from 2-9 
November 2019, ESCoE Research Associate 
Johnny Runge visited Charter School North 
Dulwich to speak to A-level economics students 
and deliver interactive sessions exploring some of 
the key findings of ESCoE’s research on the 
public understanding of economics. After 
attending two classes, Johnny was additionally 
able to talk with students who were thinking of 
applying to study economics at degree level. You 
can watch the short video of Johnny’s visit here.  

Also, as part of the Festival of Social Science, Professor Martin Weale (King’s College London and 
ESCoE) gave the inaugural Dow Lecture at NIESR, ‘Do Economists expect too much from 
Expectations?’.

Other ESCoE research highlights  /

Our Research Associates are actively involved in the discourse on a range of economic 
measurement topics. One key area of current debate concerns the challenges for economic 
statistics that arise because of the digitalisation of the economy. Diane Coyle set out the key issues 
and considered how statistical offices should respond to these in her recent talk on ‘Statistics for 
the Digital Age’ at the Statistics Flanders & Statistics Netherlands conference on ‘Data science for 
better decisions’, December 2019.

David Nguyen and Marta Paczos have been 
developing a framework for measuring the 
economic value of data and data flows. This 
work, supported by the OECD, was presented in 
San Diego at the ASSA 2020 Annual Meeting 
during a paper session on ‘Big Data: Value, 
National Accounts, and Public Policy’, which also 
featured a paper by Diane Coyle on these issues. 
Look out for this in our upcoming discussion 
papers. As part of ESCoE’s programme on 
measuring economic welfare in the digital 

economy, David also participated in a panel discussion at an event on ‘How Should We Measure 
the Digital Economy’ at Bruegel in Brussels, December 2019. You can view the discussion here.

Other ESCoE research focuses on the development of firm-level data for productivity analysis. One 
component of this is the development of the UK Management and Expectations Survey in 
collaboration with ONS. The first wave was implemented in 2017. A second wave, funded by the 
ESRC, is scheduled to go into the field later this year and will result in longitudinal firm-level data 
on the management practices of UK firms, as well as on UK firms’ expectations of their own 
performance and UK GDP. Tatsuro Senga presented results from the 2017 survey at the U.S. 
Census Bureau’s International Management Surveys Workshop in Suitland, Maryland, December 
2019. Martin Weale presented his research, which uses novel panel data to document the 
properties of firms’ expectations of economic activity, at a conference on ‘Expectations Surveys: a 
Tool for Research & Monetary Policy’ at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, November 2019. 
This work is forthcoming in the Economic Journal.

https://www.escoe.ac.uk/video-escoe-visit-charter/
https://www.bruegel.org/events/how-should-we-measure-the-digital-economy/
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/ad24fe4f-e1b3-4ebb-8a84-7e42f32dda77/ESCoE_DP_2019_05.pdf


In December Rebecca Riley presented her 
research, involving the development of 
Companies House data for UK productivity 
analysis, at the annual international workshop of 
the Economic Measurement Initiative of the 
Centre for Applied Economic Research at UNSW 
Business School, Sydney. This workshop 
illustrated what can be achieved by combining 
administrative data sources and survey 
information for businesses, featuring policy 
relevant research based on the analysis of a new 
and rich statistical resource, the Business 
Longitudinal Analysis Data Environment (BLADE) 
for Australian firms.

ESCoE Discussion Papers  /

Five papers were published as part of our Discussion Papers series at the end of 2019 and a 
further three have been published in 2020 so far. For all papers click here.

‘An Industry-Based Estimation Approach for Measuring the Cloud Economy’ (ESCoE DP 2020-03) 
by Christopher Hooton

‘Measuring Education Services Using Lifetime Incomes’ (ESCoE DP 2020-02) by Carol Corrado, 
Mary O’Mahony and Lea Samek

‘Measuring Productivity: Theory and British Practice’ (ESCoE DP 2020-01) by Nicholas Oulton

‘Communicating Data Uncertainty: Experimental 
Evidence for U.K. GDP’ (ESCoE DP 2019-20) by 
Ana Beatriz Galvão, James Mitchell and Johnny 
Runge

Many economic statistics are subject to data 
revisions. But initial estimates of GDP growth are 
commonly published without any direct 
quantitative indication of their uncertainty. To 
assess if and how the public and experts interpret 
and understand UK GDP data uncertainty, we 

conduct both a randomised controlled experiment and a targeted expert survey. The surveys are 
designed to assess: (1) perceptions of the uncertainty in single-valued GDP growth numbers; (2) 
the public’s interpretation and understanding of uncertainty information communicated in different 
formats; and (3) how communicating uncertainty affects trust in the data and the producer of these 
data. We find that the majority of the public understand that there is uncertainty inherent in GDP 
numbers, but communicating uncertainty information improves the public’s understanding of why 
data revisions happen. It encourages them not to take GDP point estimates at face-value but does 
not decrease trust in the data. We find that it is especially helpful to communicate uncertainty 
information quantitatively using intervals, density strips and bell curves.

‘Defining and Measuring the Innovativeness of Firms’ (ESCoE DP 2019-19) by Giuliana Battisti and 
Paul Stoneman

‘Testing for the Presence of Measurement Error’ (ESCoE DP 2019-18) by Daniel Wilhelm

https://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/Statistical+Data+Integration+-+Business+Longitudinal+Analysis+Data+Environment+(BLADE)
https://www.escoe.ac.uk/research/discussion-papers-3/
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/a54b915c-386d-4cab-b2a4-83694f889d0a/ESCoE_DP_2020_03.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/a5bae188-d942-44f6-83e3-b82903866143/ESCoE_DP_2020_02.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/c79a9657-5b67-4463-990c-3609424973ad/ESCoE_DP_2020_01.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/3a9cbd4f-c653-4374-9195-a6c737efd44a/ESCoE_DP_2019_20.01.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/5ee5b70a-6369-4977-b6b3-1e0109758cf2/ESCoE_DP_2019_19.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/c8204183-4953-4cfd-b4bd-9088bbf57871/ESCoE_DP_2019_18.pdf


‘Technology, Intangible Assets and the Decline of the Labor Share’ (ESCoE DP 2019-17) by Mary 
O’Mahony, Michela Vecchi and Francesco Venturini

‘GDP and Welfare: A spectrum of opportunity’ (ESCoE DP 2019-16) by Richard Heys, Josh Martin 
and Walter Mkandawire

New arrivals at ESCoE  /

We’re very happy to have welcomed three new 
members to the ESCoE research team.

Joining us are Takafumi Kawakubo (who’s 
studying for a PhD at LSE); Charlotte Meng 
(who’s recently finished a PhD at the University of 
Cambridge); and Jessica Hug (who’s recently 
finished a PhD at the University of Geneva, 
Institute for Economics and Econometrics). 
Takafumi and Charlotte will be working on an 
ESRC funded project ‘Understanding and 

explaining management practices to promote 
higher productivity in UK Businesses’. Jessica will be working on the project ‘Using administrative 
and big data to improve labour market statistics and measure income transitions’.

https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/10183478-1b01-4b0d-9d26-29ae539cb68f/ESCoE_DP_2019_17.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b3182e171e694341a848d41a7/files/2d00a6b3-32c3-4c9d-9347-7f4c207f30d2/ESCoE_DP_2019_16.pdf

